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Award-winning with research and development at
its core, A2iA is a science and R&D driven Software
Company who develops all of its technology inhouse, with deep roots in artificial intelligence,
machine learning and neural networks. We bring to
market software toolkits that are dedicated to image
analysis and data extraction from everyday checks
and documents, and these SDKs are integrated into
end-to-end partner applications, currently deployed
in more than 42 countries around the world.
By operating the world’s largest research center
dedicated to data extraction, A2iA has been
proactive in its developments to meet the needs of
the market place, producing a visible ROI for its
users for more than 25 years.
The following document discusses how A2iA’s
proprietary toolkits can be applied to various
applications within the banking industry through
traditional applications as well as applied to omnichannel workflows. Regardless of the method of
input – scanner, kiosk or mobile device – A2iA’s
recognition technology can be applied for
processing and routing to the various workflows.

a2ia CheckReader™ is a set of advanced image
recognition engines that enable software
applications to capture handwritten and machine
printed information from all areas of checks and
related payment documents.
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With a small footprint, a2ia CheckReader is the only
check-processing engine on the market able to
detect mismatched Courtesy (CAR) and Legal (LAR)
amounts in real-time. Using its own proprietary,
advanced neural network and artificial intelligence,
a2ia CheckReader cleans, de-slants and segments
writing into words, numerals and characters and
provides information about its image quality,
usability and negotiability.
a2ia Mobility™ delivers a quick and simple
experience to mobile users, both consumer and
corporate users, alike. With a 100% offline and
client-side footprint, and integrated into a mobile
app, a2ia Mobility brings intelligence directly to the
device to ensure a clean, high-quality, usable
images is captured, and the data automatically
located and extracted. By removing all manual
keying and interaction, users simply hold the mobile
phone or tablet over the document and regardless
of its orientation, the engine will detect the edges
and capture the image when found in focus, convert
it to a clean, corrected image, and extract the data:
from checks, receipts, bills, identity cards –
including drivers’ licenses, passports, visas and
national cards, and other forms and documents that
contain machine printed or hand printed data.
a2ia DocumentReader™ is a key-field extraction
and document classification toolkit. Unlike
traditional OCR and ICR recognition engines, a2ia
DocumentReader is able to work with data ranging
from machine print, through to cursive handwriting,
and data found in columns or lists such as that
commonly found on invoices within lockbox
applications or EOB documents. The software also
performs classification/indexing based on both the
layout/geometry and contents.
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Since the creation of Check Clearing for the 21’st
Century Act (Check 21), advanced opportunities
have surfaced for financial institutions and remote
deposit capture, or more specifically- merchant
capture, is one of the common prospects today in
image-based check processing. Merchant capture
allows for remote check processing so that
customers can balance deposits with confidence
and convenience. Remote deposit transmission
opens the door to a vast range of new market
opportunity. By allowing customers to make
deposits at their place of business, financial
institutions gain better control of processing
operations, while reducing the amount of items
being processed. Financial institutions can gain
better control of customer retention -- bring the
bank to their customers, and when they move away
from a branch location, merchant capture allows the
customer to stay with their financial institution.
Other abounding benefits of merchant capture for
the financial institution include: potential added fee
income, increased workflow -- allowing for
additional services to be provided to the customer,
and a greater aptitude for growth.

A2iA contributes to merchant capture by extracting
and processing payment information, fueling the
benefits for both financial institutions and
businesses. Once a business or person from home
scans a check with something as simple as a
desktop scanner, the consumer can log into their
account to make a deposit. a2ia CheckReader can
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locate and extract all fields from the payment
document including the Payor/Payee Name, Date,
Courtesy Amount (CAR), Legal Amount (LAR), and
MICR code to verify the check is valid and
negotiable. a2ia CheckReader also contains built-in
image quality and image usability detection features
that aid in the recognition process, as well as the
ability to detect the presence of a signature on the
front of the check and the endorsement on the
back. a2ia CheckReader allows for a reduction of
fraud and provides enhanced security/data
protection to its customers by eliminating third party
interaction and allowing for transactions to be
handled solely by the customer and financial
institution. Because of its small footprint, a2ia
CheckReader leaves computer resources available
for other applications and operations.

Businesses and financial institutions are familiar
with the need for faster processing of all types of
documents. Merchant capture is a banking
application that can cut costs in account
maintenance, propel growth without the need to
expense branches, and is sure to produce an ROI.
Despite its extremely small footprint, A2iA is the
only engine on the market able to detect
mismatched Courtesy (CAR) and Legal (LAR)
amounts in real-time. The proprietary extraction and
detection results foster the fight against check fraud
while bringing additional customer relationship
management (CRM) data and automating the
process of check transactions. Merchant capture is
ideal for both large businesses and small (SOHO)
businesses because it can be integrated into
standard processing systems.
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The 2017 ‘AFP Payments Fraud and Control Survey’
found that 75 percent of organizations experienced
check fraud in 2016. This is an increase from 71
percent in 2015 and a reversal of the declining trend
in check fraud since 2010. In response to the rise in
check fraud, financial institutions have implemented
Positive Pay, a solution to protect businesses
against check fraud by creating a file of issued
checks to be verified at the time of payment by key
check information. Positive Pay continues to be the
method most often used by organizations to guard
against check fraud, used by 74 percent of
organizations.
The process works in the following way: The issued
check ID information, such as account number,
check number, dollar amount and date, are filed
with a bank. When the checks are submitted for
payment, the key information is compared for
verification. If the check is not a match, payment is
rejected, and could be a fraudulent check that was
never issued by the business. The benefit here is
obvious; Positive Pay prevents check fraud before it
transpires, giving financial institutions added
security and allowing them to provide advanced
protection for their customers. Financial institutions
can eliminate manual keying and automate
workflow for Positive Pay processes with A2iA.

specific Payor/Payee names from a blacklist or
fraud list, for example. The Payee name recognition
features of a2ia CheckReader may be applied to
both business and personal checks, handwritten or
machine-printed checks. This feature compares the
Payee name on the check to the issue file and
determines if there are any modifications or
changes.
If there are, the check is flagged for manual review
and possible fraudulent activity. The toolkit also
provides information about check image quality,
usability and negotiability in one simple call. a2ia
CheckReader boasts extremely high read rates and
unparalleled accuracy. Implemented in a Positive
Pay system, a2ia CheckReader can provide the
capture, detection and security element that it
requires.

Where some technologies have made it easier for
people to commit check fraud, others have been
created to prevent it. Check fraud is on the rise but
A2iA’s software toolkit can help protect financial
institutions against fraud, using its proprietary image
analysis, intelligent recognition engines, and ability
to read freeform cursive handwriting.

a2ia CheckReader is a software toolkit that uses
proprietary recognition engines (OCR, OMR, ICR,
IWR- Intelligent Word Recognition) to capture key
information, both handwritten and machine printed,
from all check fields. With the ability to work with a
user-defined dictionary, a2ia CheckReader can flag
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stock and handwriting, are compared to a reference
database of the same account number containing
the extracted characteristics of valid checks.

To determine suspicious activity or known
fraudulent customers, A2iA will detect checks with
Payee names that are found on a user-defined
blacklist. Although able to read and extract Payee
name, while performing black list detection, a2ia
CheckReader not only recognizes this field, but also
looks to see if the Payee name is belonging to the
blacklist. This is the reason why a2ia CheckReader
performs the blacklist detection and Payee name
recognition in two separate steps. The Payee name
recognition features of a2ia CheckReader may be
applied to both business and personal checks,
handwritten or machine-printed checks. This feature
compares the Payee name on the check to the
issue file and determines if there are any
modifications or changes.
If there are, the check is flagged for manual review
and possible fraudulent activity. Check Fraud
Detection is based on Check Stock Analysis. The
check-image’s characteristics, such as the check
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Those characteristics are stored inside the Check
Identity Record (CIR). Because of the information
stored in the CIR, financial institutions no longer
have to compare images to identify counterfeit
checks. a2ia CheckReader looks at various fields
when analyzing the check-stock for counterfeit
documents.
In addition to the values of each field, a2ia
CheckReader can identify counterfeit checks by
looking at the location of check fields, fonts and
handwriting styles. A2iA’s proprietary artificial
intelligence and image analysis software specializes
in handwriting recognition, helping to eliminate
check fraud by identifying all fonts and cursive
handwriting styles. In one simple call, a2ia
CheckReader provides information about check
image quality, usability and negotiability, helping to
identify fraud at the source
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transactions at any time of the day or night, despite
teller hours.

A 2017 survey conducted by ATM Marketplace
concluded that the ATM is expected to grow to be
known as more than a one-dimensional tool to
access cash. As the number of ATMs grows
globally, the ATM will evolve to become an
interactive touchpoint for consumers requiring
secure, reliable access to cash, while also enabling
transactions such as check and mixed media
deposit, all carried out with an experience similar to
the devices consumers use throughout the day,
such as a tablet or smartphone. A2iA’s proprietary
technology assists in ATM advances.

When a check transaction takes place at an imageenabled ATM, check-images are captured and data
is securely transmitted to the financial institution.
Deposits may also be memo-posted to the ATM
processor. An encrypted file is then sent to the
server, where a2ia CheckReader seamlessly
provides a verification of the check-image quality
and usability, as well as performs recognition on all
data-points to determine if the check is negotiable.
It is here, at the point of presentment, that
mandatory information is deemed invalid or missing,
such as Payor/Payee name, Courtesy Amount
(CAR), Legal Amount (LAR), Date, MICR code, etc.

a2ia CheckReader is a proven solution for ATM
check-processing applications and is used by major
financial institutions in 42-countries and embedded
in over 40,000 units in the United States and United
Kingdom alone. Both financial institutions and their
customers benefit from a2ia CheckReader.
Customers can deposit checks directly at an ATM,
no longer having to succumb to bank hours.
Financial institutions are able to improve their
quality of service by providing extended hours,
credit a customer’s account immediately, limit their
risks, minimize the cost of post-scanning, and
provide a secure proof of deposit. A2iA’s
capabilities with image-enabled ATMs accelerates
timelines, reduces operating costs such as courier
and paper-handling fees, combats fraud at the point
of deposit, and allows community banks and credit
unions to enhance their customer service and
provide additional benefits to their patrons, similar
to those of the larger financial institutions.

All checks captured at ATMs are uploaded to the
financial institution for reconciliation with little to no
input from the customer, instead of being stored in
the ATM and imaged at a later time. This
significantly shortens processing and posting times
and virtually eliminates the risk for “empty
envelope” fraud, one of the top types of fraud
affecting ATMs. Banking customers are also given
the convenience of making secure deposit
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The emergence of mobile capture and recognition
allows mobile phone and tablet users to capture
virtually any type of document, whether an expense
receipt, a bill, an identity card, or a check, and
deliver it electronically, with the extracted data, to
the workflow.

In an increasingly digital environment, financial
institutions (FI) are shifting gears to modernize and
evolve with the changing needs of their clients, and
as clients’ expectations evolve, the more important
an FIs omni-channel strategy becomes. The branch
can no longer function simply as a transactionbased facility. Rather, consumers are looking for
multifaceted experiences that use tools, such as
their mobile phones or tablets, to successfully
enhance the ‘self-service’ environment.

Studies show that consumer adoption of mobile
devices and the increasing use of mobile apps will
drive sustained growth of mobile banking — to
check balances, deposit checks, enroll in new
accounts or services, or to receive alerts. As the
remote capture market matures, it is increasingly
evident that this game-changing technology will
play a critical role in helping to mainstream the
financial industry on a global level.
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By accelerating workflow processes, mobile capture
and recognition can speed transactions and enable
real-time confirmation, decreasing costs for the FI.
But with the increased usage of mobile workflows
for both consumers and corporations alike, FIs and
technology developers know that an important key
to adoption is a simple user experience.
It is here that a2ia Mobility stands out. Powered by
its patented 100% offline and client-side
functionality, a2ia Mobility delivers a simple and
quick experience for the mobile user who needs to
capture images of paper documents and
automatically locate and extract the data –
regardless of whether it is written in machine print
or cursive handwriting – such as that found on
receipts, IDs, checks, bills, and other forms.

a2ia Mobility also has a built-in image capture
capability, Auto-Locate™, that allows the user to
simply hold the device over the document and
without any manual interaction, the camera will take
the photo when it is found in focus. The uniqueness
of Auto-Locate™ is that there is no pre-defined
zone or bounding box to fit the image within – as
long as all 4 corners are seen on the screen regardless of its orientation, upside down,
sideways, etc. -
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A2iA will detect the edges and capture the image,
creating a quick and simple user experience with a
clean, high-quality image for the recognition
engines.

Mobile banking can be a broad term, encompassing
multiple applications and types of documents.
Some banks and credit unions may want to address
all of these lines of business, or focus their efforts
on just one. Regardless of the approach, a2ia
Mobility can address the scalability and
diversification required.
With the recognition of multiple document-types
supported within the same toolkit, a2ia Mobility’s
offline image capture, clean-up and data extraction
can be applied to:







Checks
Identification cards:
passports, visas, national
cards, drivers’ licenses
Bills or stubs
Merchant receipts
Forms and documents
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A lockbox is a service provided by financial
institutions to businesses for payment receipt
processing. Lockboxes are effective for
organizations that process high volumes of
payments with a standardized coupon. Examples of
such companies are utility companies like phone,
gas, electric, water and cable companies. There are
two types of lockboxes; wholesale for larger
companies, and retail for smaller companies whose
payment processes may be more detailed.
Companies benefit from lockbox services because
it cuts down the time of processing and eliminates
in-house sorting and delivery. In lockboxes,
payments are sent to the financial institution after
collection, where envelopes are opened, and
payments are deposited directly into the business’
bank account, saving time and operation costs.

a2ia DocumentReader™ can be integrated into

A2iA performs intelligent classification/document
routing based on content and layout of payment
documents. The classification is especially useful in
Lockbox banking because remittance coupons are
often included with a payment and a2ia
DocumentReader eliminates the need for manual
sorting of those documents. a2ia DocumentReader
is award-winning and has been recognized by
industry experts and analysts worldwide for its
capabilities.

There are over 30 million lockbox payments being
processed each month. Businesses, both large and
small, benefit from a2ia DocumentReader’s
integration into lockboxes. By virtually eliminating
manual keying, businesses cut internal processing
costs, ensure customer privacy and minimize fraud.
A2iA’s proprietary toolkits help businesses gain
better control of customer check float times, and
accelerate collections, deposits and credit memos.
Financial institutions can also take advantage of
a2ia DocumentReader because it provides
automation so that banks can reduce the cost of
their services, as well as allow all types businesses
to use lockbox systems and see a visible ROI.

lockbox solutions to automate the processes. When
financial institutions receive payments, the data
must be extracted and entered into the system for
deposit. A2iA’s proprietary artificial intelligence and
image analysis technology can locate and extract
complex columnar data from all fields of mixeddocuments including checks, invoices, remittance
coupons and payment stubs. a2ia DocumentReader
may read rubberbanded information and allow an
operator to perform a versatile and interactive
recognition on complex documents with minimal
effort to configure the recognition process.
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In a rapidly changing banking industry, omnichannel applications are becoming more common.
Final customers are demanding enhanced
experiences across all channels, with improved
services at any day or hour. At the same time,
financial institutions are looking to enable the input
of images and data from any capture method to
appeal to all client demands – mobile channels,
kiosks and self-service devices, and traditional
branch applications. With these multi-channel
approaches, banks must still be conscious of their
costs and risks, but create new approaches to the
market.
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Regardless of the toolkit, A2iA’s software can be
applied within the omni-channel to deliver a
seamless experience and consistent recognition
capabilities
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